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<XOsquelette is the fiction of an author trying to
keep his scheme of thoughts from any kind of perenity>
What is shown is the result of what has been chosen
among the world as validating the author’s theory.
These elements are physical or cultural “factors”
such as : items bought worlwide via ebay, paragraphs from fac-similes and opensource ebooks,
free 3d models library, paintings scans, sound and
video excerpts from podcasts, youtubes & peer2peers.
These parts are shields, linked together by the
author to create a “corpus”, an armor toward the
exterior, an exoskeletton attempting to prevent attacks from every factor in this “world”.
By barricading against interpretation, the author
attempts to protect his system against misinterpretation, ignoring that he will also loose the benefits
of thoughts’ friction.
XOsquelette is an “ex-situ” structure, claiming the
similarity of exhibition spaces it has to reappropriate. A frozen thought -a package- that projects the
same analysing system in every space it is deployed
in.
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The viewer acts to explore this exhibited system,
editing its own narration by its moves.
He embodies a beetle, carrying this borrowed media
accretion to reenact audienceship :
Pushing a cube for the partial digestion of a partial
media field, the sacrifical product of the author’s
guts.
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Khepri - Divinité entomomorphique. Photomontage. Recherche metaphorique filée.

Dung + Stag = Stung Beetle. Photomontage.
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Introduction

FACE 1 : Systemic being. Starting materials “le jour de l’annecdote”.

XOsquelette pursues my researches on the development of narrative modes of expression of a system
of thought, of these individualized systems each
and every one build to understand the world.
This research began in 2008, around the issue of
what I ended up called “fictional authoring” It is a
kind of proposals (installations, videos, texts or actions) that develops a discourse that is not necessarily a revealing my thought: such as the « role »
for actor, the « discourse » is incarnated by an author.
XOsquelette establishes a fictional “individual mythology” based on an anecdote.
In doing so, I seek the point where the anecdotal
can appear universal. A simple video capture, a single loop can become a founding structure on which
is extrapolated a complex discourse. This very system is based on the observation of an ethological
anecdote: a beetle (a stag beetle) experiencing a
tiled white space. The reason for the presence of
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the insect in this area is off-screen. Only remains
that Beckettian situation. The beetle paces this inappropriate space in which it is too obviously an
“intruder”, decontextualized and incompatible with
its materials, scales and uses.
In my early practice of painting and still image
(photomontage) I kept the questioning about mimesis, imitation of reality. Image synthesis is to me
an update of this questioning. A mimesis which is
obviously not a goal in itself but a tool to benefit
the subject. My use of objects (and subjects) modeled discusses some ways to take over the world.
One of the roles that I give to 3D imaging (associated with found-footage) is to get shooting to
reveal its performative dimension, a way to signify
the author and his gaze.
This is where the issue of “off-field” and editing,
as fundamental questions in my apprehension of
video. I feel these as two requirements more or less
arbitrarily established: the frame (“in-field “) imposes a space delimitation to the video capture,
while the cut determines the temporal boundaries

of its restitution. My video work is trying to rebuild
thes off-frame and the off-cut.
XOsquelette is an answer to this problem, by making the viewer to set boundaries : Every sequences
constituting the video are arranged in a virtual
space where they occur continuously. They are revealed by the spacial cutting made by the viewer.
It gaves the audience a diffusion tool acting as a
capturing tool simultaneously, as if there was there
a way to flatten the cinematographic utterance
situation. This is a meeting between the video and
a form of “interactive” relationship (I would say
“implicative” here) with the viewer.
A projector replaces the camera on a dolly-like trolley. The projected beam, led by the viewer, is revelated directly on the walls of exhibition space. A
self-powered orthosis that attempts to “map” the
real, to texturize it through the decisions of the audience. The projected image transcribes the movements of the device in a space made out of image
synthesis.
Description / physical module.

which are passing two wires, connected to a mobile cube.
This cube seems to be out of the second wooden
box (covered with foam).
From the outside, the cube is a sculptural object.
A wooden hull covered with 2 layers silica / tile
maintained by ratchet straps.
The module contains the entire projection device
(source (computer), speakers, beamer) and a ventilation system from the bottom to avoid overheating.
With the statement of movements given by rotary
encoders, the device projects images of the movements in the 3D mental world of the author.
On top of the cube, an LCD monitor diffuses images
of the author as a superhero-like lecturer.
Description cube / virtual module (fiction)

Synoptic

Inside the cube

The cube is a space inhabited by the narrator /
character (seen through the LCD screen to fake a
physical breakthrough inside the cube). The narrator character, wearing a tracked beetle head describes and explains what is to see by the viewer,
the system on which he is involved as a director (as
an author by proxy).

Two wooden boxes are deployed on the floor.
The first one, tiled on the inside, contains a crane,
plugged on the ceiling and holding pliers through
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3D sketch

Implicative interface
Displacements applied to the cube by the audience
are transcribed in a first person game engine.
The audience moves the cube simultaneously in the
virtual environment and in the exhibition space.
The idea is that the projector reveals a cut of the
virtual space that would correspond to the cut
made by
 a camera in the same position.
The cube acts like a large computer mouse:
- Scan from left to right (obtained by panotage
with the cube) will result in a panotage of the camera in the virtual environment
- A back-forward motion (obtained by pushing or
pulling the cube) will result in a traveling backforward in the virtual environment.

When the cube reaches the limits of the virtual
space, there is a tilting of gravity (or climbing of
the wall, depending on the referencial): The environment rolls, the “wall” becomes “ground” and the
“ceiling “becomes” wall “.
Each rotation gives a new scenery as experimentable environment.
The image is projected on the walls of the exhibition space, so that the surfaces are not necessarily
flat and matching with the video surface (no mapping).

(no up-down panotage)

Fig.1
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transition 1-2

Fig.2
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Installation views.

Working document, Heuristic scheme of the semantic construction.
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FACE 2 : Tile trapped. Reconstitution of Robert Kramer’s bathroom in Berlin 10/90.
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FACE 5 : Factor suerte

Virtual environment

Scenenry-faces

The virtual environment is presented as a cube larger than the cube of the module. On each of its faces
is modeled an element of scenery from different
sources. These sceneries are reconstructions with
image synthesis of places in which several video excerpts (found-footages or original shootings) were
captured.

Various components of the set of the virtual environment arises from the extrapolation of the primal
anecdote, melted and linked by the discourse of the
character-narrator.

These models are textured by the original images
such as if projectors were mapping the virtual volumes. Thus, at a specific position of the cube, the
anamorphosis is perfect, and the image is to be
seen as having recovered the original spatial support where it had been removed from the camera.
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FACE 1 : Systemic being.
FACE 2 : Tile trapped.
FACE 3 : Living in a PDF.
FACE 4 : Obsolete tiles.
FACE 5 : Factor suerte.
FACE 6 : Khepri reigns.

FACE 1 : Systemic being

Blue penitents. Mise en espace d’une collection found-footage d’autoflagellations (Ashura, mandarame, etc.).

FACE 4 : Obsolete tiles
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Introducing XO squelette’s fiction :

SPIRIT LEVEL
Arbitrary definition #1 : The orientation of the analyzed
system.
Designates markers that validate a statement on a space
conception. Distinguishes up from down, and left from
right.
RATCHET STRAP
Arbitrary definition #2 : The delimitation of the analyzed
system.
Designates its dimension, setting its limits. Defines the
system by revealing its distinction to the exo-system.
CALIPER
Arbitrary definition #3 : The definition of the referent
subdivision unit.
Designates a spatial grid that will allow the analysis of
the system by the comparison (step 2) and the classification (step 3) of distinguished (step 1) parcels.
FACE 3 : Living in a PDF. Reconstitution of Piero della Francesca’s la flagellation du christ(1455).
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PLUMB BOB
I)Prop #1 : The space conception and/or the orientation
of its markers (1) is supported by the delimitation of the
analysed system (2) (and vice versa).
In case of error, it causes the exclusion of the subject, by
the denial of its behavioral habits. (FALL)
SANDOW
II)Prop #2 : The delimitation of the analyzed system (2)
is supported by the definition of the referent subdivision
unit (3) (and vice versa).
In case of error, it causes : a) If it reduces dimensions
: the tension in the referent subdivision unit releases,
making it inaccurate to analyse the system. (FLOATING)
b) If it increases dimensions : the tension breaks up the
referent subdivision unit, each delimitation sign is released with a strong potential inertia into the system.
May destroy or impair every factor crossing its arbitrary
trajectory. (WHIP)
PROP
III)Prop #3 : The definition of the referent subdivision
unit (3) is supported by the space conception and/or the
orientation of its markers (1) (and vice versa).
> In case of error it causes a reversal in the definition of

Media Packing List
Loricatus’ factory & anachorites trialogue (whiping
cuticle through space conception) :
Piero della Francesca, Flagellazione di Cristo (1455).
Devo, Whip it (1980).
Abbé Boileau, Histoire des Flagellants (1701).
Alban Butler, The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and Other
Principal Saint (1759).
Etienne-Gabriel Peignot, Recherches historiques sur
l’origine et l’usage de cet instrument de pénitence appelé
discipline (1841).
Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexualis (1886).
Etienne-Jules Marey & Georges Demenÿ, Jeune garçon
nu, coup de fouet (1892).
Patrick Henriet, Silentium usque ad mortem servaret
(1993).
Youtube results for keywords : “Mandarame”, “Ashura” &
“Good Friday”.
Factory’s cuticle are reinforcement of the prototypes designed in WIP.

FACE 3 : Khepri reigns.
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the subject’s behavioral habits in the system, by the
modulation of the tension influencing its aim.
(BOREDOM)
CHAINLINK FENCE.
Cuticle #1 : Refines the definition of the referent
subdivision unit (3) by increasing the amount of
signs delimiting it.
Generates a mesh to prevent the (FALL) (prop #1) of
filtered elements through the analyzed system.
A referent subdivision unit allowing a very high concentration of accurate signs avoids the denial of the
subject’s behavioral habits inside the analyzed system.
WHIP.
Cuticle #2 : Prefers the (WHIP) (prop # 2 b) to
(FLOATING) (prop # 2 a). Repeats whiping on the
same skin area and reinforces it to create the cuticle.
If such an exo-skeleton may not prevent any of the
potential errors, it makes the subject impervious to
its modulations ((BOREDOM) (prop #3) excepted).
CHALK LINE.

Cuticle #3 : Overcomes (BOREDOM) (prop #3) by
simulating and preventing every potential conceptions and orientations supported by the referent
subdivision unit. Creates a panel of various fictional
systems<

WIP, authority troubled facification (“holding out for
a hero” B.T. - “Have you seen my shieldhood” M.J.) :
Disecador Sacrificante, knitting the tricotomy (20102013).
Alan Vega, Sewer deep (2007).
Charles Nicholas Wojtkowski et Will Eisner, The Blue
Beetle (1939) :
Len Wein & Paris Cullins, The beetle is back (1986), firefist (1986), The question (1986).
Tony Bedard, Keith Giffen, John Rogers, Jacob-peter
Mayer & Ig Guara, Sky Witness (2002), Blood beetle is
back (2002), Sky Witness returns (2002), Bug Trouble
(2006), Metamorphosis (2011), The new 52! (2012),
Franz Kafka, Der Bau (1923).
Jean-Francois Terramorsi, GEPRO - Manipulation structurelle - crâne (1977).
Eugene Sandow, Ghospel of strength (1902).
And Robert Kramer as an spacio-authoritarian guest for
the tricotome.
Gregor Samsa feary tiles. G.S. as an encuticled author
(locked in the bathroom) :
Robert Kramer, Berlin 10/90 (1990).
The Princeton Laptop Orchestra, Matmos & So Percussion (composed by Jason Treuting & Recorded by Dan
Trueman) Ceramic Song (2009).
Bernard Eisenschitz & Roberto Turigliatto, Points de
départ : entretiens avec Robert Kramer (2001).
GS(a.k.a. RK) is gesting 9 postdigested excerpted factors for the 27th bathroom (transpropuzzles exputs) :
John Badham, War Games (1983).
Peter Greenaway, 26 bathrooms (1985).
John Carpenter, Body bags (1993).
Ron Howard, A Beautiful Mind (2001).

David Cronenberg, Spider (2002).
Lucky McKee, Masters of horror - Sick girl, S01E10 (2006).
David Hackl, Saw V (2008).
Tom Welling, Smallville - Boostergold, S10E18 (2011).
Kenji Kodama & Yasuichiro Yamamoto, Detective Conan Chase the Miyama Stag Beetle, S21E18 (2012).
Disecador sacrificante authority tricotomised by J.-P.R.’s
tiling.
Self-destructive whip (tiled-castle paradox inside/out
my impervious crane) :
Jean-Pierre Raynaud & Michelle Porte, La maison (1993).
2 Unlimited, No limit (1993).
Henri Michaux, Les travaux de sysiphe (1959).
J.-P.R.’s extruding the stung beetle’s environment.
Stung beetle’s autosarcophagy. Prespecto, anecdotal
foundation (fall/gravity/agony) :
Disecador sacrificante, analogical self-portrait (2009)
Lalo Schiffrin, Theme from Mission: impossible (1967).
Unknown (Indian Folktale), The Beetle and the Silken
Thread (Unknown).
Edgar Allan Poe, The gold beetle (1843).
Jean-Henri Fabre, Souvenirs entomologiques, (18791907).
Franz Kafka, Die Verwandlung (1912).
Proped by the “Pyramidion”.
Pyramidion, Khepera proping the propuzzle (setting
“el factor suerte” & its Z orientension) :
The Beatles, Sun king (1969).
Horapollon de Phénébythis, Hieroglyphica (1505).
Blaise Pascal, Pensées (1669).
Martin Gardner, Le morpion - La mathématique des jeux
(1991).
The pyramidion is an ersatz targeting the skycube.
Spectolimitation as a vertico-ontological shortcut
(Skycube) :
Nicolas de Cues, De la docte ignorance (1440).
Doubt tenser in prospecto, lead muted legato voice
(realtime perpetual whip - metronome) :
Antoine-Augustin Cournot, Essai sur les fondements de
nos connaissances et sur les caractères de la critique philosophique (1851).
Main pathos lead (emfasize the struggle) :
Georg Friedrich Händel, Sarabande de la suite n°11 en
ré mineur (HWV 425). Performed by the national Philarmonic Orchestra conduced by Leonard Rosenman in
(1975).
Orchestra, cello, midi & whistled versions.
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Idea and sketches for the narrator’s suit : the disecador sacrificante.

Internal images of the narrator.
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